Most of the transcription factors, RNA polymerases and enhancer binding factors are absent from condensed mitotic chromosomes. In contrast, epigenetic marks of active and inactive genes somehow survive mitosis, since the activity status from one cell generation to the next is maintained. For the zinc-finger protein CTCF, a role in interpreting and propagating epigenetic states and in separating expression domains has been documented. To test whether such a domain structure is preserved during mitosis, we examined whether CTCF is bound to mitotic chromatin. Here we show that in contrast to other zincfinger proteins, CTCF indeed is bound to mitotic chromosomes. Mitotic binding is mediated by a portion of the zinc-finger DNA binding domain and involves sequence specific binding to target sites. Furthermore, the chromatin loop organized by the CTCF-bound, differentially methylated region at the Igf2/H19 locus can be detected in mitosis. In contrast, the enhancer/promoter loop of the same locus is lost in mitosis. This may provide a novel form of epigenetic memory during cell division.
Introduction
During mitosis, chromatin fibers are folded and coiled, resulting in highly condensed chromosomes. Such a condensed structure is favorable for the movement and separation of genomic material. The condensation status of mitotic chromosomes coincides with the global silencing of gene transcription by all three RNA polymerases. Studies comparing the chromatin structure of specific genes in interphase and mitosis revealed that both the general nuclease sensitivity of active genes and presence of DNaseI-hypersensitive sites appear to be preserved in mitotic chromosomes (Gazit et al, 1982) . However, the precise location of the hypersensitive sites upstream of some specific genes appears to differ between interphase and mitotic chromatin (Kuo et al, 1982) , suggesting that there is a rearrangement of some of the proteins controlling these genes in mitosis. Indeed, dynamic changes of chromatin-associated proteins are observed when cells enter mitosis. Most of the basal transcription factors, RNA polymerases and enhancer binding factors are absent from the condensed, mitotic chromosomes (Martinez-Balbas et al, 1995; Gottesfeld and Forbes, 1997; Dovat et al, 2002; Zaidi et al, 2003) , as well as enzymes that are involved in modification of histones, such as histone acetyltransferases (HATs) and deacetylases (HDACs), are excluded from the mitotic chromosomes (Kruhlak et al, 2001) . In contrast, some types of proteins remain associated with mitotic chromosomes, including chromosome scaffold proteins (Hagstrom and Meyer, 2003) , the chromosomal passenger proteins (Adams et al, 2001) , components of basal transcription machineries (Michelotti et al, 1997; Chen et al, 2002; Christova and Oelgeschlager, 2002) and other proteins, such as the nuclear matrix protein (Berube et al, 2000) , DNA glycosylase (Dantzer et al, 2002) , poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) (Kanai et al, 2000) and the BET bromodomain protein family (Dey et al, 2000) . These proteins are thought to be either structural components of condensed chromosomes or gene markers for accurate propagation of gene expression throughout the cell cycle.
Eukaryotic genomes are organized into functional units containing individual genes or gene groups together with the corresponding regulatory elements. These functional units have to be insulated from each other in order to prevent illegitimate interactions with other transcriptional units. One particular aspect of insulation is enhancer blocking. In higher eukaryotes, several insulator sequences have been identified. A common model for the mechanism of enhancer blocking predicts association of looped chromatin domains with the nuclear matrix. Until now, only a single protein, CTCF, has been identified within vertebrates to mediate enhancer blocking activity (Ohlsson et al, 2001; Burgess-Beusse et al, 2002; Kuhn and Geyer, 2003) . This 11 zinc-finger protein and the enhancer blocking function are conserved from Drosophila to man (Moon et al, 2005) . In vertebrates, a role for CTCF in reading and propagating epigenetic marks has been shown (Pant et al, 2003; Schoenherr et al, 2003; Fedoriw et al, 2004; Mukhopadhyay et al, 2004; Rand et al, 2004) . Furthermore, long-range chromatin interactions at the Igf2/H19 locus involving the differentially methylated regions (Murrell et al, 2004) are dependent on CTCF target sites (VK Tiwari, unpublished) . The results presented here indicate that not only CTCF chromatin binding, but also 'boundary type' long-range chromatin interaction can be detected in mitotic chromatin, whereas the enhancer/promoter interaction at the same locus is lost in mitosis.
Results

CTCF localizes to mitotic chromosomes
Previously, we have noticed that during mitosis, CTCF is found on centrosomes and midbody (Zhang et al, 2004) . Subsequent tests with different fixation conditions revealed that after ethanol/acetic acid fixation, CTCF-specific antibodies stained centrosomes and midbody in addition to the chromosomes ( Figure 1A ). Confocal images of cells from individual stages of mitosis clearly demonstrate that CTCF antibody staining is associated with chromosomes in mitosis, from prophase, when the condensation of chromatin starts, up to telophase, when the decondensation of mitotic chromosomes initiates (Figure 1Aa -e). In addition, the mitotic centrosome staining by the anti-CTCF antibody was preserved in this fixation condition (Figure 1Ac and f). Indeed, when double immunofluorescent staining with antibodies against CTCF and g-tubulin was carried out using ethanol/ acetic acid fixation, a full pattern of the mitotic distribution of CTCF emerged, including the mitotic chromosome association, the spindle pole localization as identified by g-tubulin (Figure 1Af ), as well as the midbody association ( Figure  1Ag ). Specificity of the CTCF antibody was documented by blocking CTCF staining in the presence of the antigenic domain ( Figure 1Ai ).
An association of CTCF with mitotic chromosomes was quite unexpected since most transcription factors are not associated with condensed mitotic chromosomes. To further confirm this observation, biochemical purification of mitotic chromosomes was performed and the chromosome-enriched fractions were analyzed by Western blot using the anti-CTCF antibody. As shown in Figure 1B , CTCF is present in the mitotic chromosome fraction in both HeLa and NIH3T3 cells. In contrast, RNA polymerase II (Pol II) is nearly absent from the mitotic chromosome fraction, which is consistent with the silenced stage of DNA transcription during mitosis. In addition, binding of the Sp1 transcription factor to mitotic chromosomes is strongly reduced, which is in agreement with previous observations (Martinez-Balbas et al, 1995) .
In order to verify the mitotic chromosome association of CTCF under living conditions, cell lines expressing GFP fusions with CTCF as a C-terminal or an N-terminal fusion with GFP were established. Since overexpression of CTCF leads to cell cycle arrest (Rasko et al, 2001) , the resulting cell clones were checked for an expression level of the CTCF/GFP fusions below that of the endogenous CTCF protein (see Supplementary Figure 1 ) and the transgenes were sequenced. Living cells within different cell cycle stages were selected and analyzed by confocal microscopy ( Figure 1C ). In the control clones, as expected, GFP (Figure 1Ci condensed mitotic chromosomes during mitosis. In contrast, full-length CTCF was localized to the nucleus during interphase and both nucleolar exclusion and nucleolar accumulation of CTCF were observed (Figure 1Ca and e). During mitosis, association of CTCF with mitotic chromosomes was clearly shown by the bright green fluorescence on the condensed chromosomal arms. This association is seen in all mitotic stages (Figure 1Cb -d and f-h). Taken together, using three different experimental approaches, we demonstrate that CTCF is associated with the mitotic chromosomes.
The C-terminal zinc-fingers are essential for mitotic chromosome targeting After having shown that CTCF is a mitotic chromosomeassociated protein, we wanted to know whether DNA binding, and therefore the DNA binding domain of CTCF, is responsible for the binding to mitotic chromosomes, or whether other domains and possibly other interactions are required. To this end, we generated GFP-CTCF deletion constructs ( Figure 2 ). In order to simplify the experiments, we utilized transient DNA transfection into HeLa cells. All of the tested fusion proteins (except for GFP by itself) localized to the interphase nuclei (not shown). Similar to the stably transfected cell clones, transient expression of full-length CTCF is concentrated at the mitotic chromosomes ( Figure  2Aa ), whereas GFP alone is not concentrated on mitotic chromosomes (Figure 2Ai ). When full-length CTCF is truncated in the middle, the C-terminal half of the protein (GFP-CTCF_DN) clearly shows an association with mitotic chromosomes ( Figure 2Ab ). This GFP fusion protein is localized to the chromosome arms in a similar manner as the full-length protein. The other half of CTCF, which encompasses the N-terminus and the N-terminal half of the zinc-fingers (GFP-CTCF_DC), does not paint the mitotic chromosomes, rather the whole cell is stained (Figure 2Ac ). When the N-terminus, the C-terminus and the 11 zinc-finger domain were tested individually, only the zinc-finger domain showed a distinct association with the mitotic chromosomes ( Figure  2Ad ). In contrast, the C-terminus (GFP-CTCF_C.t.) and the N-terminus alone (GFP-CTCF_N.t.) showed no accumulation on the mitotic chromosomes (Figure 2Ag and h ). Within the zinc-finger domain, the mitotic chromosome targeting region of CTCF was further mapped to the C-terminal half of the DNA binding domain (GFP-CTCF_ZnC) (Figure 2Ae ). The N-terminal half of this DNA binding domain showed only a weak accumulation at the mitotic chromosome area ( Figure  2Af ), indicating that this part of the protein might have a minor contribution only to target CTCF to mitotic chromosomes. All of the localization data are summarized in Figure 2B , revealing that mitotic chromosome binding (ch) is found in all constructs expressing the C-terminal half of the 11 zinc-finger domain, whereas all other constructs showed GFP distribution throughout the mitotic cell (ce).
CTCF and HP1a have distinct distribution patterns on chromosomes
Chromatin is generally divided into euchromatin and heterochromatin. Euchromatin consists of much less condensed chromatin fibers that have a relatively dispersed appearance in the nucleus and occupy most of the nuclear region. Heterochromatin comprises very densely packed chromatin fibers, which are typically found at centromeres and appear as compact regions clustered near the nucleolus and nuclear membrane. We wanted to know whether CTCF binds to euchromatin and/or to heterochromatin and if CTCF is preferentially distributed on chromatin during mitosis. To address this question, HP1a was used as a marker for heterochromatin (Minc et al, 1999) and double immunofluorescence was carried out in HeLa cells. In order to visualize the complete subcellular localization of both CTCF and HP1a throughout the cell cycle, cells were fixed with ethanol/acetic acid ( Figure 3A ). In addition, paraformaldehyde fixation was also tested in order to check the consistency of HP1a staining (data not shown). Both proteins were exclusively localized to the nuclear interior during interphase (Figure 3Aa nucleoplasmic background. The foci stained by HP1a were mostly concentrated at the nuclear and nucleolar periphery ( Figure 3Ab ). CTCF was distributed throughout the nucleus and usually excluded from the nucleolus ( Figure 3Aa ). Furthermore, CTCF appeared to be mainly excluded from the nuclear foci that are characterized by HP1a ( Figure 3Ac ). Similar patterns were also observed at cytokinesis (Figure 3Ag -i). The HP1a distribution pattern is in agreement with a previous report where those foci were identified as centromeric heterochromatin (Cheutin et al, 2003) . Therefore, the predominantly mutually exclusive distribution of CTCF and HP1a in nuclei suggests that CTCF may be preferentially excluded from heterochromatin during interphase. It has been shown previously that HP1a stays bound to the chromosomes during mitosis and is primarily concentrated at heterochromatic sites like centromeres and pericentromeres (Minc et al, 2001 ). Since CTCF is bound to the mitotic chromosomes as well, the maintenance of this distribution of CTCF and HP1a during interphase was investigated during mitosis. Punctuated HP1a staining patterns at the centromeric regions of mitotic chromosomes were observed ( Figure  3Ae and data not shown). In contrast, the staining pattern of CTCF, which labeled the entire chromosome arms, is clearly different from that of HP1a (Figure 3Ad-f) . In order to obtain higher resolution images and to test the mitotic distribution of CTCF in primary cells, mitotic chromosomes from primary amnion cells were spread before staining. As shown in Figure 3B , CTCF is distributed along the whole chromosome arms. HP1a binding to mitotic chromosomes has been carefully analyzed on unfixed spread chromosomes (Minc et al, 2001 ). This we repeated for a double staining to visualize CTCF as well as HP1a on HeLa spread chromosomes (Figure 3Ad-g ). The staining pattern of CTCF suggests that, unlike the selective centromeric association of HP1a, CTCF is present at multiple regions along the chromosomes with a slightly higher concentration at the centromeres. Such a distribution over the chromosome arms would be predicted from the estimation of the number of CTCF binding sites in the genome, which is in the order of 10 4 (Mukhopadhyay et al, 2004) . Such a high number of binding sites cannot be resolved on the compacted mitotic chromosomes, rather a staining pattern with irregular intensity along the entire chromosomes would be predicted and is seen.
CTCF is bound in mitosis at known target sites
Microscopic images and cellular fractionation document the overall distribution of CTCF within the nucleus and on mitotic chromosomes. But these results cannot distinguish between CTCF binding at specific sequences, which are also bound by CTCF during interphase, and some other kind of binding to mitotic chromatin, possibly irrespective of the presence or absence of specific target sequences. Therefore, we wanted to analyze well-characterized CTCF binding sites for occupancy during mitosis by chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) with an antibody against CTCF. We chose the b-globin insulator (Tanimoto et al, 2003) , the H19 locus (Bell and Felsenfeld, 2000) , the DM-1 locus ) and the myc-N site (Lutz et al, 2003) . For all of these sites, CTCF function and/or occupancy in human chromatin has been documented. Since these chromatin samples have been prepared from nonsynchronized cells, they primarily consist of interphase chromatin. ChIP assays (Figure 4 ) demonstrated specific CTCF binding with asynchronous chromatin prepara- tions on all four binding sites, in contrast to a non-CTCF binding site, which remains negative (H19neg). Chromatin prepared from synchronized mitotic cells was similarly used for ChIP experiments and revealed specific CTCF binding in all cases (Figure 4 ). There is never an exact match in the amount of precipitated material in asynchronous versus mitotic chromatin. This is somehow expected since interphase and mitotic chromatin have quite different compaction and biophysical properties. As a positive control, we precipitated mitotic and asynchronous chromatin with an antibody against histone H3. The DM1 promoter from both chromatin samples was similarly recovered (Figure 4 ) with a standard error similar to the CTCF ChIP experiments. The negative control H19neg was negative in mitosis as well as in asynchronous cells, demonstrating that sequence specific DNA binding of CTCF is observed, rather than a nonspecific 'sticking' to mitotic chromosomes. Furthermore, using an antibody against Pol II, we observed that mitotic chromosomes lost Pol II association with the promoter of the H2B gene (Figure 4 ; Pol II). For this gene, loss of Pol II binding during mitosis has been found previously (Christova and Oelgeschlager, 2002) , supporting the hypothesis that CTCF binding to mitotic chromosomes is specific for CTCF as well as for specific CTCF target sites. We wanted to extend these results generated from human HeLa cell chromatin to another cell line and another species. The best studied species for CTCF function is mouse, since target site deletions have clearly documented the dependence of enhancer blocking on CTCF binding (for review, see Schoenherr et al, 2003) . We used nonsynchronized chromatin and mitotic chromatin from a mouse cell line (NIH3T3) and carried out ChIP analyses with a CTCF-specific antibody. A conserved CTCF binding site exists in the gene coding for the amyloid b-protein precursor (APP) with a functional CTCF site in the promoter region in man (Vostrov and Quitschke, 1997) as well as in mouse (unpublished). Furthermore, the H19 ICR at the mouse Igf2/H19 locus and two additional CTCF target sites (Igf2R and #396) were analyzed. The CTCF site at the Igf2R gene resides within a differentially methylated region (R Ohlsson, unpublished) and the #396 site was identified in a genome-wide screen (Mukhopadhyay et al, 2004) . When analyzed by ChIP, all sequences clearly show CTCF occupancy in mitotic chromatin ( Figure 5 ) with target sequences being detected in the precipitates of both asynchronous and mitotic chromatin. Again, differences in the amount of target sequences that are precipitated in interphase or mitotic cells may have technical reasons (see above) or may reflect heterogeneity in mitotic cells with respect to CTCF binding. Sequence specificity of the binding to mitotic chromatin is demonstrated by the analysis of a nonbinding site in the myc gene, which cannot be detected in either of the chromatin preparations ( Figure 5 ). Therefore, we can conclude that all of the eight different CTCF sites tested show binding in interphase as well as in mitotic chromatin.
Igf2-H19 long-range interaction in mitosis
Despite a high compaction ratio, mitotic chromosomes are in general accessible to transcription factors and some structural proteins . It has been speculated that the dynamic exchange of transcription factors observed during mitosis might help prepare the genome for its reactivation by maintaining a relatively open chromosome configuration. If this is the case, long-range chromosome interactions exemplified by the b-globin locus (Tolhuis et al, 2002; Palstra et al, 2003) or the Igf2/H19 locus (Murrell et al, 2004) have to be reestablished after mitosis to physically associate active genes with multiple cis-regulatory elements in the nuclear space. Alternatively, some of these long-range interactions might be maintained during mitosis. To distinguish between these two Human CTCF target sites are occupied in interphase and mitosis. Chromatin prepared from interphase HeLa cells (asynchronous) and mitotic HeLa cells was precipitated with antibodies against CTCF or RNA Pol II or histone H3 (H3). To control unspecific precipitation preimmune serum in the case of CTCF and H3 or an unrelated antibody (IgG) in the case of Pol II (control) was used. Precipitates were tested by real-time PCR for the presence of DNA sequences of known CTCF target sites at the myc-N site (Lutz et al, 2003) , the DM-1 locus , the H19 locus (Bell and Felsenfeld, 2000) and the b-globin insulator FII (Tanimoto et al, 2003) . A non-CTCF binding site (H19neg) could not be detected in the precipitates. The values are expressed as percentage of precipitated input chromatin. Error bars indicate the standard error of 2-3 independent chromatin preparations.
possibilities, we analyzed the Igf2/H19 locus. Previously, it has been demonstrated that the H19 ICR interacts with a differentially methylated region in the 5 0 -flank of the Igf2 gene separated by more than 80 kb (Murrell et al, 2004) . Given that this interaction depends on CTCF target sites at the H19 ICR (Kurukuti et al, submitted) and that CTCF remains associated with the H19 ICR in mitotic chromosomes, as documented here, there was a distinct possibility that such long-range interactions would actually survive chromosome compaction. To this end, we carried out a 'chromosome conformation capture' (3C) assay (Dekker et al, 2002) in interphase and mitotic cells. The 3C technology involves quantitative PCR analysis of crosslinking frequencies between two given DNA restriction fragments, which gives a measure of their proximity in the nuclear space. Local chromatin configuration has no effect on digestion efficiency, implying that the assay is not biased owing to preferential restriction enzyme digestion of one site over the other (Dekker et al, 2002) . Analysis of five independent samples by 3C revealed that a short-range interaction within the Calreticulin gene, which is used to normalize crosslinking frequencies, is maintained in mitotic chromosomes ( Figure 6B ). PCR analysis using one primer from Igf2 DMR1 and one of the primers from Calreticulin gene (Tolhuis et al, 2002) did not generate any ligation product in any of the mitotic and interphase chromosome samples ( Figure 6B ), demonstrating that random intramolecular ligation is not a problem in this assay. Nevertheless, the strong overall compaction of mitotic chromosomes might impose a problem by unspecific chromatin contacts generating positive signals in the 3C assay. To test for such a potential problem, we used the ubiquitously transcribed gene region of the Ercc3 locus for which a spatial conformation in interphase has been described, causing a positive 3C signal (Palstra et al, 2003) . We envisaged that the shut down of transcription during mitosis should erase the 3C signal generated by primers within the transcribed region separated by 14 kb. Indeed, the specific Ercc3 signal in asynchronous chromatin is lost during mitosis ( Figure 6C ), thus showing that the mitotic compaction does not cause unspecific 3C signals. Therefore, we tested the CTCF-mediated 3C signal between the Igf2 DMR1 and H19 ICR elements, separated by more than 80 kb. The 3C analysis revealed that the long-range interaction between Igf2 DMR1 and H19 ICR is maintained in both mitotic and interphase chromosomes. We reached this conclusion by analyzing this interaction using two different primer combinations, each of which produced nearly identical results. The primer set DF and IF gave one nonspecific band below the specific one (shown as asterisk), which was not observed after Southern hybridization using a specific DMR1 probe (data not shown). In contrast, the interaction of the enhancer with the Igf2 promoter, separated by 100 kb, resulted in a 3C signal specific for asynchronous cells and not seen in mitotic chromatin ( Figure 6C ). Thus our results indicate that the epigenetically controlled long-range interaction within the Igf2/H19 expression domain is maintained during mitosis, whereas an interaction of similarly separated enhancer and promoter fragments and short-range interactions within the Ercc3 gene are lost.
Discussion
Nuclear transcription is repressed during mitosis, a phenomenon that has been known for decades (reviewed by Gottesfeld and Forbes, 1997) . Mechanisms of transcriptional repression have been attributed to phosphorylation of RNA Pol II and of the general transcription factors TFIIH and TFIID (Segil et al, 1996; Bellier et al, 1997; Long et al, 1998; Akoulitchev and Reinberg, 1998) . Epigenetic marks of active and inactive genes have to be maintained throughout mitosis in order to preserve the activity status of every gene. Such 'bookmarks' have been identified on the level of chromatin structure (Gazit et al, 1982; Michelotti et al, 1997; John and Workman, 1998) , as well as for the factors TFIID and TFIIB, which remain associated with active gene promoters during mitotic inactivation (Christova and Oelgeschlager, 2002) . In contrast, enhancer or promoter factors are displaced from the condensed chromosomes during mitosis (Martinez-Balbas et al, 1995; Gottesfeld and Forbes, 1997; Parsons and Spencer, 1997) . Displacement may be mediated by an active phosphorylation event as exemplified with the zinc-finger proteins Ikaros and Sp1 (Dovat et al, 2002) . After mitosis, enhancer and promoter factors have to resume their activity on the active genes. Guiding factors, such as the enhancer blocking factor CTCF, should be active and bound at the CTCF target sites in order to direct enhancer function to the appropriate promoters (Ohlsson et al, 2001) . Since CTCF is a zincfinger factor like Ikaros or Sp1, which are displaced from mitotic chromatin, we expected that CTCF would also be lost from mitotic chromatin. Nevertheless, we demonstrate that Figure 4 for the presence of DNA sequences of known CTCF target sites at the mouse APP promoter (unpublished), the CTCF site at the Igf2R gene (unpublished), the #396 site (Mukhopadhyay et al, 2004) and the H19 ICR (Bell and Felsenfeld, 2000; Hark et al, 2000; Kanduri et al, 2000; Szabo et al, 2000) . The non-CTCF binding site (Myc neg) could not be detected in the precipitates.
CTCF remains bound. This was established by several in vivo methods, including indirect immunofluorescence staining, localization of GFP-CTCF in living cells and biochemical fractionation.
Further analysis mapped the major chromosome targeting domain of CTCF to the C-terminal part of the 11 zinc-finger region, whereas the N-terminal half of the zinc-finger contributes to binding without mediating strong binding on its own. The DNA binding property of the zinc-finger domain might mediate the direct attachment of CTCF to the DNA of mitotic chromosomes. Similarly, the mitotic chromosome targeting domain of HMGB1/2 is overlapping with the DNA binding domain (Pallier et al, 2003) . ChIP analysis revealed that CTCF binding on mitotic chromosomes involves sequence-specific binding to the same target sites relevant for interphase CTCF function, whereas nonbinding sites remain unoccupied in interphase and mitosis. Besides direct binding to DNA, interaction with other mitotic chromosome proteins might facilitate the association of CTCF to mitotic chromosomes.
These observations support a model where CTCF mediates a cellular memory from one cell generation to the next. This may occur within a substructure such as an active chromatin hub (ACH) since it has been shown that all DNA elements involved in ACH formation in the b-globin locus contain CTCF binding sites (Palstra et al, 2003) . Alternatively, the preservation of CTCF-dependent higher order chromatin conformation, such as those within the Igf2/H19 domain (Kurukuti et al, submitted), might ensure the stability of expression domains at all parts of the cell cycle, most notably from M to G1. Indeed, here we demonstrated that the epigenetically controlled long-range interaction within the Igf2/H19 locus in interphase (Murrell et al, 2004 ) is maintained during mitosis.
In trying to include these results together with previous publications about CTCF function into a single picture, one might envisage CTCF as a factor involved in the organization of a higher order chromatin structure. Such a structure would allow active transcription units to be separated from inactive ones. This separation has been attributed to insulator elements intensively studied in Drosophila (for review, see Labrador and Corces, 2002) . One of the functions of insulators is to block enhancers from activating the 'wrong' promoters. It has been speculated that the loop model of insulated chromatin domains in Drosophila may similarly be true for vertebrates with CTCF and insulator sequences bound to the nuclear matrix (Dunn et al, 2003; and to nucleophosmin. This interaction functionally tethers insulator sequences to the nucleolus . Although the nucleolus is degraded during mitosis, possibly the CTCF self-interaction when bound to two separated sequences (Pant et al, 2004) and other CTCF interaction partners may help to stabilize these insulator loops during mitosis. Since the enhancer/promoter interaction is lost during mitosis, as exemplified at the Igf2/ H19 locus in this manuscript, these loops can easily be Chromatin interaction between the H19 ICR and Igf2 DMR1 was studied by 3C analysis using chromatin from NIH3T3 cells and two different primer combinations. PCR products from primer combinations DR plus IR, and DF plus IF were run on 2.5 and 1.5% agarose gel, respectively, with ethidium bromide staining. The last lane in both the gels shows the PCR products with template obtained after digestion and ligation of YAC (for Igf2 DMR1 and H19 ICR) or a control plasmid (containing the DMR1 and Calreticulin sequences, see below). The band in all the lanes labeled with an asterisk is a nonspecific band, which does not hybridize to a specific DMR1 probe (not shown). All individual PCR analyses of five independent 3C samples were performed at least twice. To account for random background interactions, we performed PCR using one primer each from Calreticulin (CalR) and Igf2 DMR1 as indicated in the panel.
The control template for this analysis was generated by mixing, digesting and ligating CalR and Igf2 DMR1 HindIII amplicons in equimolar amounts. The CalR products were used for normalizing signals to account for crosslinking efficiency of mitotic/asynchronous chromosomes with previously used primers (Tolhuis et al, 2002) . (C) Long-distance enhancer/promoter interaction is not maintained in mitosis. One of the samples (#3 in both mitotic and asynchronous chromosome preparations) presented in panel B was subjected to additional 3C analysis to test for unspecific interaction. The interactions within the Ercc3 locus (encompassing 14 kb) (Palstra et al, 2003) and between the H19 enhancer and Igf2 promoter 2 (encompassing 101 kb) (Tiwari et al, unpublished observation) were examined in mitotic and asynchronous chromosomes. In both cases, the interaction seen in asynchronous cells (Ercc and Enh-Igf2pr) is lost in mitotic chromatin. Signals were always dependent on the ligation step (3C ligation).
re-established after mitosis within the framework of the maintained insulator loops. These results offer a mechanism that higher order interactions, involved in maintaining proper expression domains, are retained in mitosis to provide a novel form of epigenetic memory during cell division.
Materials and methods
Cell culture, synchronization and DNA transfection Cells were cultured in appropriate media supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS), penicillin (100 U/ml) and streptomycin (100 mg/ml) in an atmosphere containing 5% CO 2 at 371C. Primary amnion cells (46,XX; kindly provided by Karl-Heinz Grzeschik, Institute for Human Genetics, Marburg University) were maintained in AMF medium (WSK-Labordiagnostik, Frankfurt). HeLa cells or NIH3T3 cells were maintained in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium. For mitotic synchronization, cells were incubated in fresh medium containing 50 ng/ml nocodazole for 11-12 h. Enriched mitotic cells were collected by manually shaking the dishes. Microscopic inspection and FACS analysis of the mitotic cell fraction revealed no detection of interphase cells (below 1%). This material was used for ChIP and for 3C analysis. Calcium phosphate precipitation was used for transient and stable transfection in HeLa cells essentially as described (Chen and Okayama, 1987) . For stable selection, cells were passaged at 1:50 into selection medium containing 400 mg/ml G-418 48 h after transfection. Positive clones were expanded individually.
Indirect immunofluorescence and Western blot
Double immunofluorescence was carried out on HeLa cells as described previously (Zhang et al, 2004) except that cold ethanol containing 5% (v/v) acetic acid was used for the fixation of cells. After 10 min fixation, cells were rehydrated in cold PBS containing 0.5% Triton X-100 for 5 min. Cells were then treated with blocking buffer followed by incubation with primary antibodies, either monoclonal antibodies against HP1a (1:2000 in PBS; EUROMA-DEX), or g-tubulin (1:200 in PBS; Sigma), or a polyclonal antibody against the C-terminus of CTCF (1:200 in PBS; Klenova et al, 1993) for 1 h at room temperature. Secondary antibodies were either Texas red dye-conjugated affinity pure goat anti-mouse IgG (1:200; Dianova) or FITC-conjugated affinity pure goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:200; Dianova). DNA was stained with a red DNA dye, propidium iodide. Slides were mounted and analyzed by confocal laser scanning microscopy (Leica TCS 4D or API DeltaVision microscope). To show specificity of the signals, primary antibodies were preincubated with bacterially expressed and GST-purified GST fusion proteins representing the C-terminus of CTCF or GST alone as control. For the living cell imaging, cells expressing EGFP fusions with CTCF were directly subjected to the confocal analysis in the culture medium, or counterstained with Hoechst 33342 (1 mg/ml) and analyzed by fluorescence microscopy (Zeiss Axioplan 2 with FluoARC fluorescence source). Pictures were taken with AxioCam MRm camera.
Western blot was performed as described previously (Zhang et al, 2004) . Primary antibodies used in the Western blot were a rabbit anti-Pol II antibody (1:200 in PBST containing 0.5% milk; Santa Cruz N-20), a rabbit anti-Sp1 antibody (1:400 in PBST; kindly provided by Dr Guntram Suske, Marburg) and a rabbit anti-CTCF antibody.
Mitotic chromosome spreads and isolation
To prepare mitotic chromosome spreads, primary amnion cells were incubated in medium containing 1 mg/ml colcemid for 3-4 h, collected by shake-off, recovered by centrifugation and resuspended in hypotonic buffer (0.25% (w/v) sodium citrate, 37.5 mM KCl). After incubation for 20 min at 371C, cells were pelleted at 900 g for 10 min, resuspended in 0.5 ml hypotonic buffer and 5 ml ME buffer (methanol/acetic acid (4:1)) was added and mixed gently. Cells were repelleted and resuspended in fresh ME buffer. After 1 h incubation at room temperature, cells were spun onto a coverslip by centrifugation at 1000 g and air-dried. The spreads were then kept in blocking buffer and subjected to indirect immunofluorescence. Alternatively, HeLa mitotic chromosomes were spread under native conditions as described (Minc et al, 2001) to allow colocalization studies with CTCF and HP1a antibodies.
Mitotic chromosomes were isolated from cells harvested by mitotic shake-off after nocodazole treatment as described above. Cells were collected by centrifugation at 500 g for 10 min at 41C, washed with cold PBS and resuspended in 75 mM KCl. After 20 min on ice, cells were pelleted at 3000 r.p.m. for 5 min at 41C, and homogenized in disruption buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 120 mM KCl, 20 mM NaCl, 0.1% Triton X-100, 2 mM CaCl 2 , 5mg/ml aprotinin, 5 mg/ml leupeptin, 0.5 mg/ml pepstatin A and 0.1 mM PMSF) by drawing through a 26-gauge needle five times. Cell lysates were pelleted by centrifugation at 6000 r.p.m. for 5 min at 41C and the supernatant retained. Pellets were washed once with disruption buffer and the chromosome-enriched pellets were dissolved in SDS sample buffer.
3C assay
Cells growing in culture were arrested in M phase using nocodazole, and were crosslinked using formaldehyde. The reaction was quenched by the addition of glycine to 0.125 M followed by harvesting. Typically, per experiment, around 10 7 cells were used. Nuclei were harvested after lysis of the cells in ice-cold lysis buffer (10 mM Tris, 10 mM NaCl, 0.2% NP-40) containing protease inhibitors. Nuclei were resuspended in the appropriate restriction buffer containing 0.3% SDS and incubated for 1 h at 371C while shaking. Triton X-100 was added to 1.8%, and the nuclei were further incubated for 1 h at 371C to sequester SDS. The crosslinked DNA samples were digested overnight with the restriction enzyme of choice (HindIII or EcoRI). The restriction enzyme was inactivated by the addition of SDS to 1.6% and incubation at 651C for 20 min. The reaction was diluted (to 2.5 ng/ml of genomic DNA) with ligase buffer (30 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM MgCl 2 , 10 mM DTT, 1 mM ATP (pH 7.8)), and Triton X-100 was added to 1% and incubated for 1 h at 371C. The DNA was ligated using T4 ligase for 4.5 h at 161C followed by 30 min at room temperature. Proteinase K was added, and samples were incubated overnight at 651C to reverse the crosslinks. The following day, samples were incubated for 30 min at 371C with RNase, and the DNA was purified by phenol extraction and ethanol precipitation.
The PCR analysis was optimized by digesting and ligating a YAC clone, which encompassed the entire Igf2-H19 locus. The correctly ligated fragments were singled out among all possible ligation products by amplification using the specific primers. Typically, 30 ng of ligated material from the above processed samples from mitotically arrested as well as asynchronized cells was used.
The primer sequences are shown in Supplementary data. The Calreticulin primers have been used previously (Tolhuis et al, 2002) . The conditions used for PCR were 941C for 5 min, 941C for 30 s, 551C for 1 min, 721C for 30 s, PCR following repeat step 2-36 times, final elongation at 721C for 10 min and 41C forever. Control samples without ligation (3C ligation: À; Figure 6C ) were always negative in the PCR.
To test whether the PCR products obtained above are not a result of random ligation among various digested samples but are due to specific intramolecular ligation because of close proximity in the nucleus, we performed PCR using one primer each from Calreticulin and Igf2 DMR1, which will give amplification if the ligation observed here is random and intermolecular. The control template to check the PCR efficiency of these primers was prepared by amplifying regions spanning HindIII sites in Calreticulin and Igf2 DMR1 used in the 3C assays, mixing them in an equimolar amount, followed by digestion overnight at 371C with HindIII and subsequent ligation. Typically, 5 ng of this ligation mix was used for amplification using the same conditions stated above.
Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at The EMBO Journal Online.
